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Korinna Hennig
A sad mark will be cracked these days.

As of last night, the number of people was who
died after a coronavirus infection,
worldwide only just under a million. But
even there, with the death toll, it looks, internationally
seen very different in the countries.
Why is there so? What immunological findings

research on the question of infectious mortality?
Before we go a bit deeper into the subject of the
Mortality and the conditions for severe
To start with gradients, I would like a few more current ones
Keywords and questions from our listeners

pick up. We did the podcast in the last episode
with Sandra Ciesek in detail about test methods
also talked about the PCR test, which is still like
before most important to the coronavirus. I would like to
Nevertheless, again on the question of false positives

Check out the rate. Because there is an old discussion
from spring, which is on social media right now -
one could say - experienced a small revival. There is
it is the strikingly formulated objection that the test is like
Read the coffee grounds, because in case of doubt only fragments of the

Virus can be detected, i.e. individual gene snippets
sel that do not prove that the virus is multiplying
or has multiplied and does not show any infection.
We learned that it's different with bacteria
no normal colonization with corona viruses on the

Mucous membrane there. But you can be a random carrier
a virus residue in the throat?

Christian Drosten
No, without a full virus genome there is no virus

rest. If you put it like this: “There are only fragments
has been proven ", then that's actually true
not at all. Those are virus genomes. That comes
maybe a bit from molecular biology
Perception that this usually doesn't work

if there is only so little virus in the end one
Infection so that the virus is then completely sequenced,
so the entire genome is analyzed and also in the
PCR amplified beforehand. But that's only because
that is then too little. But there is no virus fragment

without there being a full virus genome. There is none
RNA in the cell that would be something like the genome
of a coronavirus that people confuse them
in the PCR. There is also no confusion with

other viruses, other cold viruses, other
Coronaviruses or whatever pathogens.

There is simply no room for these discussions. The
PCR is simply beyond doubt.

Korinna Hennig
This keyword confusion is the second advantage
throw that is always formulated. Also about having

we have spoken here before. You can think of that-
read. Such a test is validated against other viruses.
That is, it is checked whether the test was unintentional
also jumps to other pathogens. Which others
Viruses are those from which you can rule out

that the PCR test inadvertently shows them?

Christian Drosten
I don't have the list in front of me now. But that
are actually all cold viruses that

occur. These validation dates are
already included in the first publication, i.e. Corman et
al., published in January in “Eurosurveillance”. By doing
Article is included. We have a very big one
Validation study made, already with the first

publication of the first PCR. You have to
knowledge. Our PCR was the first, but it is
It's no longer the only one. Since then, companies like that too
are far to offer such PCRs, our
re PCR as a self-made protocol in diagnostics

meanwhile not used at all. The labs are
went over to the tests of manufacturers
pull. They have partly taken over our PCR,
but partly also a bit modified. And everyone
has in common that in addition to our validation

have done validations themselves again,
because otherwise you can't sell such PCRs at all.
You have to have them certified. And there you have to
myself again again validation data
submit. It's not as simple as that in

some internet resources, internet forums claimed
becomes. That is a very waterproof diagnostic.

Korinna Hennig
For everyone who wants to read this, we link it

here again in this episode, this first
publication that you just mentioned.
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Christian Drosten
But I can also just say it, I know
so also the list by heart ...

Korinna Hennig
But it is long.

Christian Drosten
... from the cold virus in humans. Even if
I don't have them in front of me, but there are for
Example of the variants of the influenza viruses that
occur in humans, including influenza B and C,
and adenoviruses are included. Then the rhinoviruses and
Enteroviruses, the non-enveloped RNA viruses that are now
especially in kindergarten, schools again a lot
come because they are transmitted through the hands,
over the surfaces. Then parainfluenza viruses that are
Parainfluenza 1 and 3 in one genus, and in one
another genus, i.e. one genus, parainfluenza virus
3 and 4. Then RSV, HMPV, now I have to go over
put ... Then the four corona viruses: They are human
Coronavirus 229E and NL63. That is the genre
Alphacoronavirus. In the genus Betacoronavirus:
Human coronavirus OC43 and HKU1.
That has been tested, all of these
Viruses not just in a sample, but that is one
whole set of samples from patients for each virus,
where you always knew beforehand: This virus is
in there. And then in addition to these patient pro-
also practice cell culture materials with these viruses
inside, where that is possible, i.e. where these viruses can be cultivated.
Not all viruses can be cultivated in cell culture,
bar, isolatable. But where that was possible, we have it
also done because there is often a lot
Virus inside is in such a cell culture to make this PCR tough
to put to the test and really prove that
she never reacts wrongly. And she just does that too
Not.

Korinna Hennig
One last word about the PCR test: A few ago
Days the federal government announced that it would
wants to promote particularly fast PCR test that
Deliver results in just 39 minutes. How fast
can a PCR test even be?

Christian Drosten
39 minutes is already fast. But whether you are there now
pulls out the last half hour or not ... normal-
wisely it is just over an hour. It depends
it's no longer there either. The test times in the PCR
for the overall procedure, which are going mainly for
the sample transport on it and then of course for
the waiting times. Because you don't just test in the laboratory
a sample, but first wait for a whole
Row has come together. Then for the
stopping the many plastic containers, I always say for
the flood of plastic that appears in the laboratory, there go
the times on it. Then of course later with the

Notification of findings. Not the pure, bare message
so that a computer sends out the result is
yes the process, but there is always a doctor

between. And he has to repeat the result
look at. Before that, it's the TAs who do it again
look at it, technically. It all takes time. And
then the many queries, you can't do that either
to forget. When you do diagnostics, that's one thing
Medical activity and also a consultation with

attending physicians. And they often have questions
how the finding is to be interpreted. So these are
actually the time quotas in the laboratory and not that
pure analysis in PCR.

OUTBREAKS IN SCHOOLS AND THE
W-CURVE

Korinna Hennig
A second big topic that is not new to that
but we should also try again is a
Topic that many listeners ask about
namely according to the situation of children in schools.

The topic of children in the infection process continues
ideologically hotly contested. There are in beautiful
Regularity studies, one way or another
Emphasize knowledge. Recently, for example, there was one
Meta-study in "JAMA Pediatrics". You can do it in it
read that as before, almost all studies under

suffer from the shortcoming that their database is based on the
Time of lockdown is when they look at children
at times when schools were closed almost everywhere
and they were therefore not lost in real life
forms were. But now there are outbreaks in schools
you can see that in the figures of the Robert Koch Institute
read up. The last time it was in Germany, I have

times checked, almost 9000 infections from school
len, kindergartens and summer camps that registered
were, i.e. with children, plus a good 4400 with carers,
Educators, teachers. Would be interesting but clearly
more accurate data. Where are children from each other
on? Where do they infect their parents when they first fall into

Are schools from which chains of infection originate?
Does this data not even exist? Are such infections
tion chains not understood, especially with children?

Christian Drosten
I think there is already such data in the health

public health offices, perhaps not in all health
offices. That's a colorful picture and they are
differently well equipped. But I believe that
is just not reported that specifically at the moment.
I think it would be good if that were a little more
would be improved. Because that's how it should be
actually from the respective state offices or also

expect from the RKI that this is now very transparent
is published. We have the autumn break now.
That was actually a relatively short phase of now
School lessons between summer and autumn holidays.
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Maybe this is a good time to get back to yourself
to think about how to do that. And it would be
good to have that after the fall break if there is
then it gets colder, too, would have how many school breakouts
there are. But one would have to differentiate again ...
I believe that this requires a public discussion
on, because there is also so much disagreement about social
socially, and so many different interests.
Some want absolute safety at work
place, the teachers. And many parents, the risk group
are also afraid that students will follow suit
Bring home. And others say the students must
also absolutely have to go to school and schools
absolutely remain open, which is both right,
seen from both sides. I believe without one
has a completely transparent image in public,
it is also difficult to get this discussion in a fair way
and way to continue. From other countries there
there are already numbers that show very clearly that it is everywhere
There are outbreaks in schools, so in France
Example, also in Canada.

Korinna Hennig
Israel too.

Christian Drosten
I agree. But it is always said: “That was all one
Special situation because it opened so quickly. "
And then be one in the period before the summer vacation
Had there been a heatwave since it would all have happened so quickly
spread because nobody wore masks. That likes
be everything, I don't know. But I think we do
must also be completely transparent in Germany
Have data. Because two are happening right now
Things. The one thing that happens is you see that
here and there schools are closed or also
Class trains are closed, i.e. schools part-
wisely closed simply because infections
probably only entered from the outside
are. So teacher or student infected and then becomes
diagnosed. And then it says: The school that
must be protected. And then you react a lot-
easily too fast - and you actually want to
keep schools open. It is now important that
Above all, you react early, but then not
the whole school has to close, but
an infection unit, for example a class.
And the other thing that also happens is maybe that
that is not published that way. Maybe because
one in communication before the summer vacation
also very strong here and there in some federal states
determined to a certain interpretation
has, namely: "There are no cases in schools."
Where one has ignored a little that the basic situation
ation of the study was not such that one would have cases
because you are in or just after
Lockdown was and we in Germany simply didn't
Had incidence.

I think we have to stop facing each other
to make any reproaches or something
something. But you just have to be completely trans-
parent describe the situation and then see how you can
progresses. Because without now somehow excessive
Worries spread there, one thing we got early on
would have to recognize, if there was an incidence
general increase in schools. So
if it weren't for that we had outbreaks in the
Could always recognize the early phase. Such a school
eruption that rocks for weeks. Of the
doesn't suddenly appear all over the school, so there is
Time to react.
I believe the health authorities are there by now
are also very vigilant. But if it should be
that it won't succeed after all, because maybe the
Basic incidence in the population at some point
is higher, then there is - and that is the reason
why we worry so much about it
ran out of thought at the beginning - this one
Effect of the W-shaped incidence curve. This is the typical
cal example in the Spanish flu after that
the students pass on and have these infections
and bring home that next that
next group in the population the parents of this
Are students who are essentially infected in the
Society. These are the middle adults
Age cohorts, which then turn the incidence curve into one
Let W be. If you have that on the X-axis
Age has and on the Y-axis the number of cases, then
if you have a lot of children, that's just the schools for
Example and the daycare centers. And then you have with the old
the falls. That's simply because: Classically
one has symptomatic at those times
recorded. This is also the case with influenza
the old are badly affected. Then they fall
so that you have a U-shaped shaft. All
left and right it goes up like a U. And then
this additional point comes in the middle,
the healthy normal adult population who
Parents of the students. Then that becomes a W-shaped one
Incidence curve. And that's why it's problematic
because these age groups are also risk patients
to have. When we get a new one in this age group
Get clusters of incidence, then the young ones
Risk patients at some point in the hospital and
in the intensive care unit.
Then we have a completely different situation and also
social discussion. We have to
can be avoided, and we can avoid that.
That will not be added if we
Keep an eye on the situation transparently. I think,
it is not good for any politician to do something like that
in retrospect, perhaps as an oversight.
I think it's important that this be easy now
an effort is made to achieve this
Describe the school situation in a very transparent way
especially from the autumn break.
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Korinna Hennig
Especially with a view to preventive measures
men that exist in schools, that is: age cohorts
keep separate, 'half classes sometimes, masks
during the break or even in class. A colleague
from you, Isabella Eckerle, who is a virologist in Geneva,
put it quite clearly on Twitter and
asked what should be examined there. What
can you contribute from the research side?
There is a lot of capacity that can still be used
might, looking at the relationship between
Preventive measures in schools and infectious
tion chains?

Christian Drosten
So we have discussed the aerosol topic sufficiently
animals. But I think what's coming next
will, hopefully will come, the antigen test is in
the hand of the health department or closer to
the school. I don't want to say at school that is
Regulations not yet clarified at the moment. But I
I think you can do a lot with that. And
we have to adjust to it in autumn anyway
that testing is done better and faster. That must
then also apply to teachers and students. And me
believe without that we can do much now
in the direction of basic ventilation things, so there
Much time has passed in the summer without anything
happened, one can still create the whole
School breakouts simply by recognizing and preventing
tion, through short isolation, prevent short quarantine.
I had the cooldown time in this "TIME" article
called, if you do that on a group level
power. This is basically a mixture of quarantine
tane and isolation. This can help prevent school breakouts
prevent without having to close schools,
but then you have to contact the affected groups
shut down.

Korinna Hennig
You have just addressed the issue of ventilation
chen. A lot of time has passed without that
Schools by and large has changed a lot.
And that will of course also be the case in autumn and winter
even more difficult due to the temperatures. Now
currently has a group of experts on policy advice
the importance of ventilation in schools
times stressed. This also moves many of our listeners
and listeners, because structurally not always those in schools
Possibility is there to ventilate so much. So leave the window
do not open wide for insurance reasons.
The classrooms are far too small to be drafted
manufacture, even for new buildings. Even if you don't
Aerosol experts or ventilation technicians are: Knowledge
Do something about whether such devices as air filters and
Air purification instruments can have an effect
that could partially compensate for the ventilation?

Christian Drosten
So I stay out of that. I really have to
say: I've even thought about it lately
not big tech because i know it
because there are simply other experts. I can scowl
remember that in SARS times that was all
has already been discussed and that one
how was not so sure of it. But there may be
have also improved the technology. I believe im
Moment we have to deal pragmatically with
What we have. That is diagnostics, that is possible-
wise a short cooldown. So that you don't do that
causes damage, but just says, man
does that for a few days to make these clusters subside
to let that arise. I believe that many healthy
public health authorities already have this on their radar
and work in that direction.

THE IMPORTANCE OF AGE FOR THE
DISEASE COURSE

Korinna Hennig
With the question of children we are already on one
age-specific consideration of the infection
hens. I said it at the beginning: Germany
is still pretty in international comparison
good there. In other countries it is sometimes much harder
Measures given than in Germany and the
Pandemic is also there in Europe until summer
France, Spain, England, for example, massive
been pushed back. How can you anyway
explain that this development is so different
is that the increase compared to Germany
gone so fast elsewhere after the summer,
despite the measures? Is that just because of the number
of older people, like in Italy for example?

Christian Drosten
It may well be that there was just a time
long, right now at the beginning when it started again,
was missed. So that the incidence is stronger in
distributed among the older age groups. But it can also
fundamentally a difference in the population
be the composition. We have a very
interesting study that came out, im
Preprint area. There was infectious mortality
once again brand new, very precisely illuminated. In the-
Functional mortality, that is a quantity that is already of
There was always a lot of discussion at the beginning. First off
it was always called the case mortality. The fall mortal
that are those who died of the
known reported or tested cases.
And we were always in the range of three or four
Percent. And now we have a different measure - and
that is the infectious mortality. And that's in the
Principle the same, only that takes into account the fact
that you cannot test all cases at the moment
and that one determined certain standards
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Estimator for the actual number of actual cases
must find those infected with this disorder.

Korinna Hennig
So this is an extrapolated number, not an ascertained one.

Christian Drosten
Exactly, that's kind of an extrapolation. But one
Extrapolation is something very crude. This one
is in the vast majority of cases simply a serological
cal follow-up examination. So that's already one
concrete laboratory testing. And there you can see ...
Sometimes you have to add certain correction factors
count, depending on which serological test you have
used and how long the investigation after
from the observation period. But actually
can be estimated very well via the serology
or vote how many cases in the population
now really infected in a study period
were. And then of course you can also
level exactly.
And now a little time has passed in many
Countries that first wave mostly went in February, March
Come on. Now we have to evaluate it for half a year
can. The accumulation in the first wave is also in
many countries past. And now you could again
do a meta-analysis. That means you study
Studies, you don't do a study yourself, you do
you look at a lot of studies and decide
the evaluation of these studies in principle a knowledge
science in itself, a scientific work. And you
now has many studies available. Have that
these authors made it now. This is really interesting
sant what came of it. I just say
times the numbers, that's perhaps the simplest: here
962 infectious mortality studies were carried out
rated. That is an extremely high number. You can see there
times what science has generated since then.

Korinna Hennig
Studies worldwide.

Christian Drosten
Worldwide, exactly. And then it became very strict
Quality criteria applied. And these criteria
acknowledge all the sources of error that can be found in such
can do serological studies. A mistake that
for example, what is done frequently is: One does
a nice serological test. And in that
You can hear the moment when the last patient is tested
to count the dead. But that's wrong
because the last one tested can just about
be converted. That means, let's say it is
infected a week ago. And it is now
just getting sick of something serious when
he has a difficult course. And he becomes possible-
show another two to three weeks,
have an increasingly difficult course and then
also die from it. And that's how long you have to

wait. That means you have to
the serological testing for a long time
Wait a while to see whether patients will die.

Korinna Hennig
So he has already developed antibodies, we have to
say again to explain to the layman.

Christian Drosten
Yeah right. Exactly, that is seroconversion, the development
standing of antibodies. It's even worse when
you also do PCR testing, because then
the delay is even longer. I can
just got infected today and I'm still going to the
Study one and it will take four or five weeks to complete
I'll die from it in the end. Then I would too
are not included in the study as a deceased case,
so not in the numerator, but only in the denominator.
And the passage of time, these time delays that
everything requires, they are also balanced out there. So
that is modeled. It looks exactly how long
ge is such a passage of time. And then we see whether
Studies correspond to certain quality criteria
chen. There are other sources of error. For example
were in this meta-analysis that we are now about
speak, not just simple direct scientific ones
Studies, but also country data
records, i.e. national reporting data records that sometimes
not yet collated in scientific studies
are summarized, but are available in statistics.
And then again the quality of the national counts
Reporting system or the regional reporting system.
Here, too, the authors have exactly what they want
looked. They were really very critical of it
the correctness of these examinations. And the
resulted in 873 of these 962 studies
immediately excluded. Of the remaining
89 studies you excluded another 65,
because there is always something about the basic system
this study was not correct. And carried on
They then have 14 seroprevalence studies that
are antibody studies. Nine of them are in places in
the European Union and twelve in
the USA. You can see that nine plus twelve is more
than 14. That is, some of these studies have been on
worked several places.

Korinna Hennig
And Germany is no longer ahead of it-
came.

Christian Drosten
Germany no longer appears in it. We
have no study from Germany that
has met the performance criteria. We have five country data
sentences with extensive testing that were good enough
to evaluate it like a study. And then has
five other studies were also taken. Just
by comparison, they are not part of what is there now
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comes that meta-regression analysis but that has
can only be used as comparison values, for plausibility checking
run along, but not evaluated. If

one that is now also mathematically balanced
nen regression analysis, so if you
asks: How does it actually correlate, how does the infection
industrial mortality with age composition
this population together? Then you see one
amazing graphics. If you have that on the X-axis

Age of the population has - so the mean age of the
Population, of course, since you can
say a number - and that on the Y-axis
Plots the logarithm of the infection mortality - that
is not the infectious mortality directly, but the
Logarithm, a mathematical conversion
of it, it is so in many natural phenomena,

that we have logarithmic correlations - then
you get a perfect straight line. And it doesn't matter
in which country this investigation was made.
In other words, a statistician would say that
Age composition explains almost the entire
Variance in the data set. So the changeability that

Difference in infection mortality between
between the individual studies, between the individual
Countries, some of which are local data sets in individual
n American states and so on that
is practically only determined by how old the
sought population group is on average. So the age

does it matter - and practically nothing else.

Korinna Hennig
90 percent, I think the number is what the geo-
as far as graphic distribution is concerned, mentioned in the study.

Christian Drosten
Exactly, that's a lot. Such a high attribute
tion, so much attribution to one factor, that's nice
amazing. But the fact that these studies do so
have been well preselected, has at the same time
led to the confidence limits of this
Investigation are extremely tight. And I think so

really very convincing. That's why I have this
Study also highlighted here for the podcast.

THE "AGE" FACTOR AND THE GRIP
PEAK COMPARISON

Korinna Hennig
Because we already said Germany is coming
due to the lack of a database in the overall
evaluation in the end not before, in the concrete
Evaluation, you can somehow deduce where
Germany would stand there?

Christian Drosten
Yes sure. So we should ... Yeah, let's get started?
Yes, you can say maybe. Name the authors
also an example that I found quite vivid.

They also evaluated from many reported
Data sets and especially from the USA what is in
the last few years influenza, among the same
Kautelen determined for an infection mortality
would have. And in the case of influenza infection mortality,
very different mentions are circulating there. The
is based on having experts in the media worldwide
always made this comparison with influenza
have, right from the start. There was always that
People who said, “It's all so harmless
like the flu. ”And since then,
the public each such anecdotal figures.
But sometimes they only refer to one country
and sometimes only for a year. And then they will
simply transfer and snap on and continue
talked. But if you look at it very clearly
after a correct data evaluation for the USA, the
have a very good reporting system, you can say:
The influenza has lasted for several years
an infection mortality rate of 0.05 percent in the
USA. With us that's a little less, by the way. And
at the same time after this now really well done
Meta-analysis has Covid-19, i.e. the SARS-2 infection,
an infection mortality of 0.8 percent. This is
16 times as much as influenza. For every influenza
There are 16 Covid-19 deaths in the USA. Now is
but the American population younger than that
German. That means we have to come along in Germany
expect an infection mortality after this
Evaluation as close to the one percent or even
just over one percent goes. I don't have that now
of all things. I'm not a demographer, I can do that
even just roll over. But it might be interesting
sant, if someone does the math, the study is
freely available.
But I think maybe we should too
visualized again in a different way
by simply getting together - and that's that
Good things about this study - the summarized infections
industrial mortality in the individual age cohorts
look at. We can really name them now. There
we can really say: on average over these many
different countries it looks like this. And there you can
we say in the age group between 35 and 44, there
we are about the same as with influenza. So that
is like when a middle age adult catches the flu
got a real flu. You often lie there
already in bed, but some only have it whole
slight gradients. Between 45 and 54 it is 0.2 percent
Infectious mortality. Between 55 and 64, so the
in the last ten years of work that you have, that's 0.7
Percent. So depending on the comparison situation, that's me
would say ten times as much as the flu.
Or even more. In other countries one would
also say 15 times as much as the flu. the authors
made an interesting comparison here,
they evaluated a bit of traffic accidents.
And they say that's about 200 times as high
Risk of driving a car for a year at the same age
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group. So if someone in these last ten
of professional years, then he can drive a year and
the likelihood of having an accident that
is only a two-hundredth to die like with one
Covid-19 infection.

Korinna Hennig
Statistically speaking.

Christian Drosten
Yes, pure statistics. But the authors lead that into
Field to make that a little plastic. In the
Age group from 65 to 74, where one is currently retiring
and can really enjoy life again is that
Infection mortality 2.2 percent, that's 30 times that
much like influenza. So in this age group
we have 30 Covid-19 deaths for every flu death. And
the numbers, which are then higher, in the older age
groups are terrible. For over 75 to 84 years
7.3 percent and almost every third person over the age of 85. The
is as much as medieval smallpox or some
Ebola outbreaks in Africa are also reflected in these
Moving areas.

Korinna Hennig
And you can clearly hear from these numbers
how fast it goes with age, like that
Infectious mortality increases. At 0.2 we have
started 0.2 percent up to 54 years.

Christian Drosten
Yes, that's going up very quickly. And it is
here of course a little too, let's say one
Representation included. When I say this and what
I'm just saying, I'm just repeating it
as the authors write it. I hope I do
always precise expressions. Otherwise you will be me
punish for it again. But I think it's a
it is important that you keep this in mind.
Because that is why such meta-analyzes are also necessary
made. This is not about counting lost
benen. It's simply about the evaluation of the
Situation. And that's no longer a pure one,
cold science, but that is a social
good message that goes along here. An assessment,
how dangerous is the problem we have before us
and that is coming naturally to us right now
this winter time.

Korinna Hennig
And Germany is not a remarkably young society
global comparison.

Christian Drosten
Germany is a relatively old society.

WHAT ROLE DOES THAT PLAY
IMMUNOLOGICAL AGE?

Korinna Hennig
But biological age is one thing. We have
now hear what a big role that plays, too
especially if you look at the international data.
The state of the immune system also plays a role
major role. The technical term is the immunological
old age.

Christian Drosten
Yeah right. There's another study that I do
also want to highlight. She comes from German
country.

Korinna Hennig
From Kiel.

Christian Drosten
Exactly, from Kiel and Cologne, you have to say they are
also many Cologne authors there and from a few
other cities, but especially Kiel and Cologne.
A very well done immunological study, like
I think. In principle, this is something of a supplement
tion of this spring study from the Charité that we
have already discussed where to see:
There are 30, 40 percent of those not exposed
i.e. those who have not had a SARS-2 infection
have, nevertheless, a reactivity at the level of
T cells. Then you have a whole number relatively soon
from other studies had from England, USA and
so on who found the same thing. So there is
a certain number of patients and they are not
few, that's often in the range of a third of that
Population that has reactive T cells when you look at the
measures in relatively direct immunological methods,
although they had no contact with this infection.
And in the USA in particular it became a very important one
great reasoning built on it that says: Im
Principle that explains why there are so many
there are mild gradients. And probably this will-
because of the herd immunity threshold too
lower because in reality we are all already
long since cross immune. So they say cross immune
cross reactive T cells are there - that is, the activity
the T cells that refers not only to that
Common cold coronavirus that we all keep coming back
get, but also relates a bit to the
Edge of the spectrum of activity with this new virus
one. That is why we are, without our knowing it, yes
to a large extent already protected.

Korinna Hennig
Once to explain the initial idea, because

“T cells” are known to many, but only to many
so half. It's about the immune memory actually-
lich, i.e. what happens at the cell level when the
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Body resists viral infections, so completely
formulated in a shirt-sleeved manner. Even our grandparents
said: hardening is good, many viruses train
the immune system. The core of this are the T cells.

Christian Drosten
Something like that. You're not talking to an im-
munologists. I'm really not an expert on T cells
and cellular immunity. But exactly, so you can
to say so. The T cells are very, very complex.
These are white blood cells that the immune response to
manage an infection yourself as well as
convey, and then a memory against it
build up. There are already immunological ones
Two major categories ago. They are one
CD4 cells and then there are the CD8 cells. And in
some are found in the CD8 cells
more cells that directly counteract virus-infected
Take ne cells. So the virus is in the cell.
The cell, we say, is presenting part of this virus
on its surface, that is, the virus gets here
and there also fights and fragments in the cell
this virus is in the surface in a recipe
gate complex is called MHC. And this
T cells come and recognize this and then eat
this cell on. This is a very important immune function
tion in the adapted, in the adaptive immunity,
i.e. reactive immunity to a specific infection.
And it's not just the antibodies that react
but also these cells, these T cells. The
Antibodies are made by B cells, like many
surely know. And by the way, these are all together
men lymphocytes, also the B cells are the lympho-
cytes. And with the T cells, there are now those too
T-helper cells, for example, that help. So it is
actually so. They help the B cells, for example
in the process of maturing and then ultimately antibodies
do. But they also help these cytotoxic ones
T cells find their way and become virus-infected
To attack and ablate cells. They will
for their part informed about so-called antigen presence
animal cells. They have the task of
Identify and eat pathogens unspecifically
and break it. And then pieces of these
Present pathogens to the T helper cells.
So to present actually means to be
who stretch out one arm and something in their hand
hold onto a fragment of a pathogen. And
then a T-cell comes along and it recognizes that
fits or doesn't fit. She scans that
all the time. And at some point it will come
T cell that goes well with this receptor and
the antigen. And then it starts to mature. And
this matured T-cell then transmits the information
ter, about the presence of the infection, on B cells or
also to the cytotoxic T cells. And at the very end
when the immune response is over, something remains
left over, which is called a memory. And this
Memory is often, but not exclusively, restored

from CD4 T cells. That's a certain kind of
T cells. There are again a lot of sub-differences-
decorations. We cannot discuss that here. I
also have to admit if I have to say it now
would have to discuss, then I would
Get help from a scientist in the podcast. I am that good
then simply not in the matter.

Korinna Hennig
For the common man, however, this explanation is sufficient.

Christian Drosten
I very much hope that what I know is enough. And
With this prior knowledge we can now in
get into this paper. I still have to say
there are certain criteria by which one can measure
can, whether such a T-cell is active, whether it is naive, so
whether she has ever had antigen contact or whether she has
as it hatched from the egg, so completely new and completely
unlicked. You can do all of this with laboratory measurement
differentiate methods. And we have to do something else
also to say in advance: There is such a thing as a
old and a young immune system. You can do that
imagine quite figuratively. In a young immune system
there are many naive T cells. They are naive, they have
not yet had any antigen contact and there is relative
few memory cells because the memory has to
build yourself up first. And with the old it is
the other way round. There are a relatively large number of memory cells
and less and less naive T cells.

Korinna Hennig
Because they had a lot of exposure to viruses in general.

Christian Drosten
Not only with viruses, with all kinds of antigens. The
can be infections, not just infections
be. Everything that is in the body and does not belong there
that's part of it. And unfortunately some of the body's own things
even where the immune system hasn't noticed
that actually belongs to your own body. Here we are
then in the area of autoimmune diseases. But
none of that can be said here in detail
discuss. Immunology is so complex that
nobody understands. At least I don't.

Korinna Hennig
Back to the paper.

Christian Drosten
Exactly, back to the paper. Here it is now like this: You can
measure how exactly it is with this T-cell
Reactivity and with T-cell memory. And since
you can of course choose this basic approach again,
that you take patients who have not yet been in contact
had with this new virus and just once
looks: Do they have such memory T cells? And since
one finds a very interesting initial finding.
And this initial finding is: You can see that
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all possible patients have these T cells. And
but now you ask yourself: what is the reason?
Why do they actually have these T cells? There can
one very interesting indirect derivation
do. You can simply say to yourself: the older you get
the more often you have had contact with
these cold coronaviruses, maybe these
Establish cross immunity. So we had before
Contact with these cold viruses, now we are
cross immune.

Korinna Hennig
That was the great hope so far.

Christian Drosten
I agree. Logically one would have to say, then it is
but like this: the older you are, the more cross immunity
must have. So you measure these activated ones
T memory cells, these T cells, and carries them against
the age on. And what you see is amazing-
wise: no correlation. So with people who are with
who have had no contact with this SARS virus
actually no more of these memory cells, ever
the older they get, i.e. the more infection they experience
with cold coronavirus they have. One can
make other correlations. A correlation that
is very clear, the more percentage of
Memory T cells one within its population
of CD4 cells, so the more memory you have
already has, to put it simply, the more
one also has such activated memory T cells. And
activated in this case means, I think I
have not yet said it clearly: You bring in
Lab test these T cells from people who don't already have one
Had contact with the SARS-2 virus in the test tube
with the SARS-2 virus and see how that
to react to that. You can say: the more you do
percentage of memory cells in the T cells
the more these T cells react in the laboratory test
for the SARS-CoV-2 virus. But not: the more infectious
The more experience you have with coronaviruses
they react more. And that's not right now
an indication that the whole thing is a coronavirus
specific effect is. It's just that
so: Where there are many memory cells, there are also many
Activation, a lot of signal activity from memory cells
in this lab test.

Korinna Hennig
And that applies to the elderly, to an older immune memory
nis.

Christian Drosten
Exactly, we can say that again in a moment. But
I would just like to have these interim results first
hold tight. That you can actually say: where many
there are such memory cells, there are also many
cher cells emit an activation signal. But it has to
not necessarily something with another coronavirus

have to do. That can do with other things too
have to do so along the lines of that is just one
Chatter of T cells. The T cells chatter
regardless of whether they have something to tell or not.

Korinna Hennig
Unspecific.

Christian Drosten
I agree. And you have to say this whole study
based on very, very sophisticated and extreme
sensitive testing procedures that many other laboratories use
not at all able to. They really are experts on
these immunological measurements. They have here
also uses very special methods that one
enable very sensitive evaluation. Now
one finds an interesting cross-check. If
namely another group of patients with me
into the same investigation, namely
Patients who actually have SARS-2 infection behind
then you suddenly see that they all
activated a high proportion of SARS-2-specifically
Memory T cells have no matter how large they are
on memory T cells in general. This means,
it is no longer just a chatter. So there are
those who have few memory T cells in their
have the entire T-cell pool, we say T-cell pool
on top of that, i.e. the entire repertoire, they are the same
nice responsive like those who quite a lot
Have memory cells. So it's not just there anymore
depends on the pure background noise, but
it's actually virus-specific if you do that
Virus is really behind it.

Korinna Hennig
That means - I'll break it down for a moment
Patient - I'm 19 years old because of me, was
always very healthy, don't have that much immune
memory, not having as many diseases as
someone who is 75, for example, has one
Had an infection with the SARS-2 coronavirus, then
these cells react very specifically.

Christian Drosten
Yes, you can say that. So of course that's now
very shortened. I always go here, or the writers
also in this paper, they go step by step
forward. You just have to have several clues
add up. I think it's for the best though
let's look at this now as an intermediate result
notice. It will be right in a moment
complicated.

Korinna Hennig
We're glad.

Christian Drosten
We can remember: Maybe it has it all
not so much with previous experiences with
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Coronavirus to do. In any case, it doesn't have a lot
to do with age, rather it has to do with
how high the percentage of memory T cells actually is
is in the total CD4 cells, i.e. CD4 T cells. And
here we could now for the first time this intermediate
make note of the immunological age.
It's like this: the older we get, the less
we have naive T cells and the more we have
Memory T cells. So we have memory
against all sorts of things that affect us in the course of our entire life
is immunologically received. And someday
so it is wrong to say most are T cells
Memory cells, but the proportion of memory cells
in the T cell pool is getting bigger. So you can
maybe say.
And now we can use these T cells in the patients
ducks who had or did not have the virus
also take a closer look, and functionally
look at. What is being done here to these T cells
to check in the laboratory test is, you don't bring them
with the whole virus together, but one brings
those with lots of fragments of virus proteins
together. That is a fraction size that for
these cells, for these immune cells, just something like that
how bite-sized bites are. So they eat them
especially like to. They are well presented and you
there are also presenting cells. They will
then offered to the T cells for assessment. And you
see how the T cells react to it. That's it
Task. They react and mediate
Task. They're like journalists. They see
something and then they start talking about it. Yes,
so maybe you can say it. And these T cells
which can either be a very clear signal
send, a strong or a weak, that's how it is
a possibility of variation. But then we still have
another possibility of variation. They can against
all fragments of this virus can be stimulated, so
they speak on any fragment of that
Virus. Or they only speak to a few fragments
from the virus on. Now here's an interesting one
Distinction in the study. If
namely, testing patients with the SARS-2 virus
were infected, then their memory cells speak
len on all possible fragments of the virus very well
, especially the large structural proteins of the
Virus, S, M and N. These are the major building blocks of the
Virus, the virus has a lot of that, they are one
great provocation for the immune system. And if the
who see, then these T cells really stir
any bit of them
large proteins. While the cells of the
Patients who have not had contact with SARS, us
can also tell the SARS-naive patient. There
it looks different.

Korinna Hennig
SARS-2.

Christian Drosten
Exactly, SARS-2, it looks different there. Since reacting

The T cells also ren, but they react very strongly
different ways on the proteins
this SARS virus. So against some proteins
do not act at all, react against other proteins

they a bit fragmentary. And then react
they also against proteins that are actually not that strong
are stimulating in patients who already have the virus
have behind you. So that's a very messy one
Reaction. They don't react like T cells do

real patients. So that's an interesting one too
Interim results. The reaction is messy and it is
scattered. Which is distributed in a fragmented manner and
Point out the whole virus, while those

genes that have passed the infection, this reaction
targeted at the large building proteins
of the virus.

CROSS IMMUNITY AGAINST SARS-COV-2?

Korinna Hennig
That means there are also losses of effectiveness because of the
Response is so broad. So the reaction can
do not do that much, because like a water

beam from the watering can goes wrong a lot,
figuratively speaking.

Christian Drosten
You could say that, but I wouldn't

interpret so far. You don't even have to say: there
something has been lost. One can simply say:
That's just a fragmentary response. And now
one can also go further. One can go to

Example say: Then let's take away from ourselves
Patients - whether SARS infected or not SARS-
infected by some people - the T cells out,
those against the proteins of the cold coronaviruses

react. Now let's not test against the SARS
2 virus, but we test against cold corona
viruses. And what we see here is interesting. So
when we prepare these cells - I'll say that now

so therefore, this is really high-tech, it is very much
high analytical art of doing that in the laboratory ...
So what the authors did is: Prepared
T cells that react against this cold coronary

aviruses and they tested them again in yours
Responsiveness. Then, interestingly, you see:
There is a cross-reactivity, each from
one alphacoronavirus to another alphacoronavirus
rus. So the human coronavirus 299E reacts

cross against the human coronavirus NL63. And
This also exists within the beta coronaviruses. So
the human coronavirus OC43 reacts crosswise
against the human coronavirus HKU1, but not

between alpha and beta coronavirus, not between
the genera. That said, these viruses are apparently
so far apart that there is no real one
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relevant cross-stimulation or cross-activation
activity And interestingly, there is this cross activity
against the SARS-2 virus at all.

Korinna Hennig
Neither of the two.

Christian Drosten
I agree. This is exactly what I call
Virologist can now judge well, namely how far
these viruses are each distant from each other in their
Degree of relationship. And there is the SARS virus, that
is also a beta coronavirus, but it is very much
far outside. Genetically we would say that is
a basal beta coronavirus from the perspective of these two
Viruses. That's roughly the same distance from everyone
that is equidistant. I explain this to students
always happy with geographic examples. That would
like saying Mainz and Cologne, they are both
in West Germany and distinguishable from one another
other away, you have to go a long way
drive. And now one would say that Cologne is in northern
Rhine-Westphalia and Mainz it is in Rhineland-Palatinate,
these are two different federal states. But
Bielefeld is also in North Rhine-Westphalia. And now is
but not so necessarily that one would say ...
So it's true, Bielefeld is definitely closer to it
Cologne, but that's pretty far away.
It's almost equidistant from both, even if we are
have to admit, it is closer to Cologne. But
it's both quite a drive. No matter if we
drive to Cologne or Bielefeld. That's a little
this proportionality. So the SARS-2 virus is there
Bielefeld and these beta corona viruses, i.e. OC43 for
Example that would be Cologne and it is an alpha coronavirus
Mainz. So you can imagine it a bit
from the degrees of distance.

Korinna Hennig
Feels like Cologne and Mainz people would
Lich feel closer to each other, like them
Alpha and beta coronaviruses.

Christian Drosten
Yes. There are actually even then superordinate
similarities that cannot be explained geographically,
such as the carnival. But now we will
very entertaining here.

Korinna Hennig
It also has a meaning in infection
hen had. But we're not pursuing that any further now
at the point.

Christian Drosten
I agree. To come back to that
real problem: we can use this
Appreciate a finding very well that it is true
apparently little real cross-reactivity, cross-

protection against the SARS-2 virus. And we can
do another countercheck. We can also
prepare the cells again from SARS-2 patients
and that stimulate again against this human
Viruses, against human cold coronaviruses and
also against control viruses. And what we see is: The
Stimulation is relatively bad anywhere. That is too
about as bad as against ... So if we
SARS-2 has been through is knowledge or who
Activation of these cells, which we then fight against
human coronaviruses are relatively bad.
And it's actually not much better than
against influenza. So that's all in the range of
Noise background. None of that really has anything to do with it
to do with the viruses that we are even examining here.
In other words, it is highly unlikely
that there is something like a real cross protection
gives.

Korinna Hennig
This background immunity that many have hoped for
have.

Christian Drosten
I agree. We can probably tell what one
in these studies is not a cross
immunity, but only one cross-activation, one
Cross-reactivity, whatever you want in words
like to express. So the cells can
Signal, but that is certainly not strong and active
enough to really keep an infection out
the body. So we probably can't
really speak of immunity. And this is
of course now here is an individual finding in this study.
Other studies have to come to that further
interpret. And the authors avoid this too
very good and very careful. All of that means by the way
also not at all that survived by one
Infection with SARS-2 no cellular immunity
stands. We haven't checked that here at all,
it's just about cross-activation.

Korinna Hennig
So I hold on tight: the hope that I
when i went through a lot of colds and there
the common corona viruses were also among them, relatively
I am protected from infection with the coronavirus,
that is, to put it mildly, possibly
unfortunately off the table.

Christian Drosten
So "off the table" is not careful enough to formulate
lates. I would say it more carefully. The
Authors of the study also formulate this more cautiously.
But unfortunately it's just that hope is now
already a bit dwindles to the fact that one is fundamentally
in addition, a population-wide effect in this
Has direction.
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HELP A "DEEP FRIENDLY"
IMMUNE SYSTEM?

Korinna Hennig
The other part that you already hinted at is
but now that of the cellular immune response, which is strong
fails and is accompanied by a severe course.
So this untargeted position of the immune
systems, that actually sounds like an advantage, first

once, thought from the common sense. The immune

Had a very severe course after the infection
strong clonality. You can also see CD8 clones very nicely
the real effectors of the cellular immune
systems that attack infected cells, such as
one imagines where one is really very targeted
engages with the T cells while purposefulness here
just not that great with those who are serious
Had gradients.
Now, of course, it's like this: This untargeted reaction
pattern, which is more common in patients who
such characteristics of an aged immune system



once, thought from the common sense. The immune
system reacts, it immediately goes into fighting stance.
Is that actually a disadvantage?
so this unspecific reaction of T-memory
cells?

Christian Drosten
Yes, so what was done here in the study,
after it was noticed that it was too
this incomplete, unclean way of reacting
There are T cells and that they can be measured well here
can with these laboratory tests, one also has to
looked at how it is actually with patients who

have had this disease, the SARS-2
Infection, and then either harmless or
had a severe course. You can do that in this one
Divide into two groups. And there you can see
another interesting additional finding.
I can from this whole department of this investigation

only briefly mention individual findings.
For example, what you can see is that the patients
that had a difficult course, actually like that
react improperly. So also those
when exposed to the protein fragments
from the SARS-2 virus, they don't react so nicely
clean with the signal on these structural proteins,

but they need a relatively large number of fragments, protein
fragments from other pieces of the virus to still
respond cleanly to make a good signal
although they are already reacting strongly overall, so
after the infection, these memory cells are already there
available. There are many, there are many cells

measure up. So there is quite a signal, but that
Pattern of this reaction is not as clean as at
those who had mild courses.
And that can now be done with further laboratory tests
underpin. For example one can look at
like the diversity of T cells in theirs

Transcription pattern is. So this is a character
the general metabolic activity
RNA level. And on this basis you can create patterns
recognize the specific functional units of
T cells that are descended from each other, we speak
of clones, make them identifiable. And there you can
tell the patients with a severe course that

have a relatively colorful one after an infection
Image. So they have, they say a polyclonal one
Situation, i.e. a high diversification of existing
those T cell cloning, while the patients who are mild

such characteristics of an aged immune system
to have. Logically, that happens more often
old people, in patients who are older. But
the real determinant is precisely this measure of the
Immune age in the laboratory test, which one actually
correlated. So if you, in other words, very
has a lot of memory T-cells, so if you have a
has a broad T-cell memory and less
naive T cells, then you may not be in that
Able to have new immunoreactivity and new ones too
Build up immune memory compared to someone
the one who still has many naive T cells, a young one
Immune system. It is rather targeted against this
Virus build up a new immune memory while
an older person may fall back on old experiences,
which are not always correct, based on old immune
gen, and then generates a scattered response.

Korinna Hennig
But that fits in with the observation that younger
People, if they belong to the risk group,
are more at risk. So when I'm younger, but one
Got over cancer or another
If you have chronic illness then the condition could be
my T cells are at risk of severe disease
represent, right?

Christian Drosten
Yes, that's an interesting, good thought in principle.
But I definitely don't want to do this in any way
Break down diseases. Because the immune
diseases that fall into this and the other
Direction out. But if you basically have one
pre-aged T-cellular system would have where one
has fewer naive cells, more memory cells in the
Proportion, then that might also be predictive for
a more difficult course, so a not so targeted one
Opportunity to react, a not so good then too
later building up memory.

Korinna Hennig
But as a rule an immunological one goes higher
Age often at least with the biological height
age of the person.

Christian Drosten
Right, that goes hand in hand, of course, that is very clear.
Only here was really the first time in this study
carefully looked at cause and effect. There is
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it is so that the real cause is not
is the pure biological age of the patient, rather
a very strong component in the cause of one

severe course in the immune age.

WHAT DO THE FINDINGS MEAN FOR
THE VACCINE DEVELOPMENT?

Korinna Hennig
Can we use this finding about the T cells,
who react differently, derive insights,
possibly, or new questions for the
Development of vaccines and therapeutic
Medication?

Christian Drosten
Yes, sure, you can definitely do that. The
T cells are absolutely essential. And we want exactly
do that with such a vaccination, an immune
trigger memory, create so the immune system
then is prepared for it. That's exactly what we do
want. So we want memory cells there

are both CD8 and CD4 memory cells, and
Of course, memory cells in the B-cell area as well.
And then we want to get antibodies out of that
B-cell area, getting a cellular response out
the CD8 T cell area and then a helping one
Effect from the CD4 memory area. And this is

for example often a groundbreaking effect. So
there are CD4 cells that have an immune memory
and they then tell the CD8 cells: You have to go to them
Lungs, you don't have to be floating around somewhere
whole body, but this virus, you will
see in the lungs. That would of course also be
good if you put a vaccine like that in your lungs

so that this site-specific immune
memory also forms. And put one in the lungs
Vaccine not so easy, but in the nose it is. And
this is not the first vaccination in the future vaccination
generation, they won't do that yet. There is
usually intramuscular injections. But

it is already anticipated that one will go to
Example makes a vaccination so that you can
Putting the vaccine up your nose instead of injecting it. And
that the information can then also be sent there locally
suggests that this virus is found in the respiratory tract
and that there are certain memory lymphocytes

which then also directs the immune response towards the airways
conduct. So these are the things that really happen
also in vaccine development.
And with the vaccines that are now coming
men ... I think we need to get into vaccines
keep talking about the next podcast episodes,
because this vaccination issue is also luckily coming

comes. Fortunately there will be vaccines soon, hopefully
very soon. But 'very soon' in this case means
just still that it's been a few months.

Korinna Hennig
And not the first vaccine brings the
fracture.

Christian Drosten
Probably not in that sense. So not in
the sense of sterile immunity. So not how
in measles - a vaccination and immune and lifelong
you will never get infected again - it will be that easy
not be that. You will surely be against
the severe symptoms are protected, but not
against a somewhat superficial cold,
which you might get through the virus
can be imagined.
And there are vaccines that are stronger
against the induction of a cellular response
the virus designed. And others are much stronger
designed for a good neutralizing antibody response.
You will have to take another look at how
well then there is one at the level of the CD4 cells
applied immune memory is formed. The
will certainly not be the same with all of these vaccines
be strong.

Korinna Hennig
Finally, Mr Drosten, the question - because we are now
last about immunological age and biological
Alter spoke: How important is it that
elderly people in these vaccine studies
men? And to what extent is that possible? There is a
current study in "JAMA Internal Medicine", which says
they are underrepresented in many studies.

Christian Drosten
Yes, that was probably the case at the beginning, that
is actually quite natural. Vaccines will be
first of all evaluated in such a way that one is under the
Prerequisite works, they might not be able to do that well
that might have side effects.
So it is clear what kind of patient you are going to start with
times includes in the studies: as healthy as possible
young people, of course no children either, but just
Adults who do not have diseases. Only it is
yes, already clear to all vaccine manufacturers who do
that is not completely blind and without thinking about it-
think about who already all know that at the beginning of the
There is not enough vaccine availability at first
Vaccines will be there ... They also know exactly
because it probably isn't that the vaccines
will be absolutely perfect: in the first generation
the vaccines will try to identify groups of indications
preferred to vaccinate. That also includes
the older. That's why it is certainly the same without
that I now know this in detail, I would now
say in most or even all of the major now,
ongoing phase three studies will then gradually and
after including elderly patients.
Otherwise you can't actually do it for this one
older populations.
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